MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Calendar Revisions

The AFT and the District agree to the following:

The academic calendars for 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12 as shown in Appendix M are changed as indicated in the attached revised calendar pages. These changes have been found necessary and serve to correct the omission of the Monday finals date in the original spring calendars and other minor errors. Also, the parties agree that the provision of Article 11 that the Cesar Chavez holiday may not fall within Spring Break is satisfied if, when the Chavez holiday should fall within Spring Break, an additional faculty vacation day is designated outside of Spring Break, so that the number of vacation days is not reduced by virtue of the Chavez holiday falling inside Spring Break.

The calendars for C basis non-classroom, D basis, and M basis are not affected except in the placement of the Admission Day holiday and the December payroll day for calendar year 2010-11 (see attached). The placement of Admission Day has been consulted with the Staff Guild.

Justification:

This MOU is needed to correct some omissions and minor errors found in the calendars for 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12 as found in the 2008-2011 Agreement (see attached corrected calendars).

Dated: April 22, 2009

For the District: For the AFT:

Marshall E. Drummond Carl Friedlander
Chancellor President